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Nonradiative ("phonon") recombination of a current carrier at a Coulomb impurity center in 
n-type germanium is investigated at helium temperatures. Interaction between an electron 
and acoustic vibrations of the lattice is taken into account by successive diagonalization of 
the original Hamiltonian by a unitary transformation. The tensor nature of the effective car
rier mass and also the general expression for the deformation potential are taken into account 
in the calculations. 

1. FORMULATION OF THE PROBLEM 

The complex character of the energy bands in germanium and silicon, which has been revealed in 
cyclotron ("diamagnetic") resonance experiments and in certain other experiments, again raises the prob
lem of calculating the energy levels and wave functions of the electron in an impurity center in these crys
tals. For n-type samples there exist experimental data concerning the existence of a "longitudinal" ef
fective mass, P.R., and a "transverse" effective mass, P.t• of the electron. The tensor character of the 
effective mass has made it necessary to reexamine the old "scalar" model of impurity centers.1•2 In 
these investigations, however, the interaction between the electron and the lattice vibration has not been 
taken into account. On the other hand, Deigen's3 work has shown, that when one takes account of such in
teractions (deformation potential) for impurities in homopolar crystals, there appear in some cases 
comparatively deep levels, located below the bottom of the conduction band. Apparently, with respect 
to this so called "condenson" effect,4 one encounters in Ge a case of weak binding. General expressions 
for the deformation potential in n-type germanium were obtained by Dumke, 5 who calculated, in the same 
paper, the scattering of current carriers in an ideal crystal by interaction with the lattice vibr!!-tions. 

The purpose of the present work is to take into account the deformation potential for an electron in 
an impurity center by means of the weak-coupling approximation, and also to construct a corresponding 
theory for non -radiative recombination. It must be emphasized, that within the framework of the pro
posed method of calculation, the discrete and continuous spectra of electrons in impurity centers are con
sidered together and thus the well known difficulties in this question6 can be avoided. 
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2. ENERGY LEVELS AND QUANTUM STATES OF THE SYSTEM 

It is known, that the conduction band inn-type germanium has eight degenerate energy minima or en
ergy valleys, oriented along the [ 111) direction of the first Brilliouin zone. In the vicinity of each of these 
minima, the constant energy surfaces have the form of elongated ellipsoids, whose major axis is oriented 
along the [111] direction. Lampert1 has shown, following the analysis of Koster and Slater, that the ground 
state of the electron in an impurity center can be found by the method of effective masses, by considering 
only the wave function belonging to a given energy valley. Such a treatment remains valid when one sets 
out to construct a theory of thermal transitions, if the thermal dissociation of the impurity center gives 
rise to electrons with a wave vector k, which does not excE:led the bounds of the given valley. For the in
verse process of thermal recombination, this essentially presupposes that the probability for capture of 
an electron with a vector k, associated with a particular valley, by a bound state associated with another 
energy valley, is small. Such "intervalley" capture can occur in principle, but will not be considered in 
this paper. 

In what follows, it is convenient to choose a coordinate system such that the Z-axis coincides with the 
major axis of the ellipsoid associated with the given valley. If one takes into account the interaction of 
the electron with the potential due to the strain and shear deformations,5 then the generalized Hamiltonian 
of the system, after transformation to the second quantization representation, can be written in the form 

""2 "2 "2 3 
' Px+Py Pz '+' , 

H = 21-'-1 + ~ + V (R) + ~ ~1LWqJBq1Bq1 + fh 
J-1 q 

Here 

V (R) = -- ze2 I eR 

is the Coulomb energy of the electron; € is the dielectric constant; B~ and Bqj are Bose operators, 
and Hi is the operator for the interaction of the electron with the free phonon field: 

3 

Hi= G1 ~ ~ (1iwqJf2CqJV)'1' f1 (6) (BqfeiqR + e_;,qRB;ij), fi(6) = 1 + (G2 1 G1)(3 cos2 a- 1), 
i-1 q 

f 2 (6) = (3G2 I G1) cos 6 sine cos z, f 3 (6) = (3G2 I 0 1) cos 0 sin 6 sin X.· 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

Summation over j in Eq. (1) and (3) includes one longitudinal and two transverse waves for every 
acoustic-wave vector1 q. In Eqs. (3), () is the angle between q and the Z axis for the given energy val
ley; x is the angle between the direction of polarization e~ of the acoustic wave and the plane passing 
through the Z axis and the normal to q; the energy constants G1 and G2 are chosen to give the best 
fit between the theoretical calculations of the mobility of current carriers in germanium and experimen
tal measurements. 5 The elastic constants Gqj• as shown in Ref. (5), can be considered independent of the 
wave vector q and for germanium crystals one can substitute certain average values corresponding to 
longitudinal and transverse waves; L3 is the volume of the fundamental cell of the crystal. 

In what follows, we shall change for convenience from the variables X, Y, and Z in Eqs. ( 1) and (3) to 
the variables x, y, and z defined thus: 

X=X; y=Y; z=Zfl; r=VfLtlfLz· (4) 

We take advantage of the method of successive diagonalizations of the Hamiltonian by unitary transforma
tions8 in the form proposed by Bohm and Pines and employed subsequently by Toyazawa9 in his investiga
tion of the "electron polaron." Such a method allows: us to take into account the interaction of the electron 
with the phonon field with an accuracy to second-order terms. 

The transformed Hamiltonian Eq. (1) has the form 

.A= o--11-IV. (5) 

The unitary operator U is chosen to have the form 

0 = exp (iS l1i.), (6) 
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where the Hermitian operator S is defined below. 
Omitting the details of the calculations, we arrive at 

Here 

I!= p2 I 2!-Lt + V <V x2 + y2 + 12z2) + ~ fi.c.>qJbtJbqJ + k + Ii•. 
q,J 

bqJ = eiSit..BqJe-ISI11.; btJ = e-IS/'1LBtJ el~lt.., 

a' and a" are second-order operators. 

A1 =els{h H1e-IS11L= G1 ~' / :;q~8 f1 (6) [bq1exp {i (xq,. + yqy + jZqz)} + exp {- i (xqx + yqy + jZqz)}b:iJ. 
q, J v qj 

The operator S is defined by equating the sum of first order terms to zero, thus; 

!,- {[ s. f:J-~ [s. (l11i.c.>qjbtJ bqt)] = o. 

It can be put into a more convenient form as follows: 

A 1\ A A+ A+ 
~ =] (1XqJ bqJ exp {i (xq,. + yqy + jZqz)}- exp {- i (xq,. + yqy + jZqz)} IXqJ bqJ)· 

q, J 

After evaluating the commutators in Eq. (11), we arrive at: 

,. ,.,, . "• 
Using the given value of S, it is possible to arrive at explicit expressions for· H and H . 
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(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

The calculations are greatly simplified if the operator L - 1 is expanded into a series in the ratio of the 
electron momentum to the phonon momentum, which is a small quantity. Such an expansion can be made 
for all q, which satisfy the relation: 

q ~pIt.= y P.tEionl fi.2 = 106 cm-1 • (15) 
1 

Since qmax = (611' 2/a3 )3R1 108cm-1 (a is the lattice constant), the inequality (15) embraces, as will be 
evident from Eq. (20), the region of the largest most important values of (q) • ... , 

Calculation of H yields: 

fr __ ie1fi1G1 "" nfilqJ f (6) xq,. + YQy + y8 zqz _oqJ exp {l (xq,. + yqy + yzqz)}- bq1 exp {- i (xqx + YQy + yzq")} V- (' "+ 

- 11-tC tJ 2CqJL8 I (xl + yB + y2z2)"1• [(11.2 /2!1-t) (q! + cfy + fq~) + nfilq/ • (16) 

To determine H', note the following. The eigenvalues of the energy operator fl can be obtained if 
Eq. (7) is first averaged over oscillations of the field. Then, in the energy of the electron there appear 
additional terms only for the averaged operator H'. They have the form 

(17) 

Here <· . ·> signifies an averagingover the virtual phonon field. To simplify the calculation, we con
sider the case of low temperatures, when we can with great accuracy say that 

(18) 
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The expression for £0 has the form 

_, no~ 2 
\DO=- 2L8 .L, fJ (B) Cilqj I Cqj [ •. ·J, [." ·1 = [(1i.2 I 2!'-t) (q; + q; + 12q;) + 1i.Cilqj]· 

q,j 

The quantities 1/Mt and 1/M£ are respectively given by 

1 I Mt = (G~1i.3 I!'-; L3) .L, n (B) Cilqjqq~ I Cqj [ .. ·]'1 = (G~1i.3 I!'-~ L3) .L, n (6) Cilqj qq; I Cql [ .• ·]3 , 

~I ~I 

1 I M1 = (/G~1i.3 I fl~L3) ~~ fJ (6) c.>qlqq! I Cql [ • · ·]3• 
q, I 

Thus, one can speak of an equivalent Hamiltonian H, in which :H' is included: 

~ 

(19) 

(20) 

(21) 

The Hamiltonian H describes a motion of a condenson, similar to that of a quasi-particle in the Coulomb 
field of the impurity center. 

In the approximation of an isotropic crystal, p. eff and cBo are readily determined. If one assumes 
y = 1; G2 = 0, wq = w1 q (w1 is the "longitudinal" vellocity of sound), then changing the summation in 
Eqs. (19) and (20) into an integration in spherical coordinates, we find: 

where p is the density of the crystal. This result agrees exactly with the calculation (by Pekar and 
Krivoglaz) of the ground-state energy and the effective mass of the condeson in a homopolar crystal; 
they used a different method. 10 

(22) 

If we take into account the tensor character of the effective mass and neglect for simplicity the shear 
deformation in describing the deformation potential, we obtain the following result: 

x2 i I y X (1- y2) + Vx+!l d 
ifx(x+1) n Yx(1-y2)-Vx+1 x, (23) 

X dx (3 + 1 +X+ I y 2 -1 I X 1 v X (1 - y 2)-vr+x ) 
(il+x)2 V(1-y2)(1+x)x nYx(1-y2)+Y1+x' 

(24) 

Including the shear deformation in Eqs. (19) and (20) complicates the mathematical description of the 
final results somewhat, but does not change their numerical value very much. 

The fact, that in the approximation adopted in this analysis, the binding energy of the condenson cBo 
does not depend on the quantum number of the electronic state in the Coulomb field of the impurity, be
comes understandable if one notes that the radius of the electronic state is very large even for the ground 
state (the ionization energy of the impurity center is about 0.01 ev). 

In what follows, the operator H:" plays the role of a small perturbation that induces quantum transitions 
between stationary states of the system, obtained from solutions of SchrOdinger's equation 

(fl- H") 'f" == EW. (25) 

The wave function in the zeroth approximation assumes the form. 

'Ys = ~$ (x, y, z) n 6. (nql- n~j) 
... nql··· q,j (26) 
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where lfis ( x, y, z) is defined by the equation 

2 + 2 2 
Px Py ,1, Pz ,1, ze2 ~ _ E ~ 
-z;:-'t's+~'t's- eYx2+y2+y2z2 .- s s" 

reff ref£ (27) 

The second term in Eq. (26) is the wave function of the oscillators of the field in the second-quantization 
representation (A is the Kronecker function). 

The ground state can be obtained from Eq. (27) by the variational method. Let us neglect the differ
ences in the effective masses of the "longitudinal" condensons and adopt the approximation: 

(28) 

We can then take advantage, for example, of Lampert's results. 1 We must take it into account here that 
the energy level of an electron in an impurity center is always shifted by an amount {)0 , which equals for 
Ge crystals amounts to 8 - 10% of the theoretically calculated ionization energy of the center. 

3. NONRADIATIVE RECOMBINATION OF A CONDENSON AT A COULOMB CENTER 

The problem of non-radiative recombination in Ge crystals has been treated in Refs. (11) through (13). 
These investigations are not satisfactory from our viewpoint, because of the way that the interaction with 
the lattice vibrations is handled. Thus some of these authors completely neglect the lattice vibrations in 
the zeroth approximation; others consider it in the tight-coupling approximation. The use of the adiabatic 
method in Ge cannot really be justified, in view of the exceedingly small value of the thermal-dissociation 
energy of the impurity. Besides, the calculations mentioned above are based on the "scalar" model of the 
center, which therefore reduces the theoretical significance of the results. 

Let us consider one of the problems of the theory of nonradiative transitions, namely, the thermal 
transition of a condenson from the ground state of the Coulomb center to the conduction band under the 
action of the perturbation operator ii". Furthermore, let us assume that the condition described by 
Eq. (28) is satisfied, thus allowing us, in effect, to change the word "condenson" to "electron." The 
uniqueness of the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian manifests itself above all in the theory of thermal 
transitions, principally because the form of the perturbation operator is changed substantially. Let us 
choose for simplicity the following initial form for the electron wave function lfis 

~. = A exp {- IX2 (x2 + y2) - ~2z2}. (29) 

Here a 2 and (32 are variable parameters, determined by the condition that the energy E in Eq. (27) is a 
minimum. 

The wave function of the final state of the electron in a crystal with a large dielectric constant is usu
ally assumed to have the form of a plane wave.11• 13 However, as has been correctly pointed out byGummel 
and Lax, the replacement of the Coulomb function by the continuous spectrum of a plane wave leads to a 
lowering of the transition probability by one or two orders of magnitude. 

Solutions of Eq. (27) for electronic states in the continuous spectrum cannot be obtained directly. One 
can hardly expect success from the generalized variational method for this case. On the other hand, in 
crystals like Ge, the large effective-mass anisotropy allows one to introduce the following approxima
tion into the potential-energy terms of the Hamiltonian for large distances from the center: 

(30) 

Transforming Eq. (27) into cylindrical coordinates and making use of Eq. (30), one can arrive at an ap
proximate expression for the wave function of the continuous spectrum 

,1, _ C ikzz im'l' ( 2 .k )m -ih,Pp ( + ia.o + 1 . 2 + I· 2t"koP) . 't'k,, m. kz - k,e e t 0p e m 7i 2 , m , . 

F (a, b, c) is the confluent hypergeometric function and Cko is a normalization constant. 

(31) 

Calculation of the matrix element from such a function is an extremely complicated mathematical prob
lem, whose solution can be obtained only by numerical methods. To "illustrate some of the characteristics 
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of the theory of thermal transitions which follow from the theory described here, we should try to obtain 
the final equations for the transition probabilities by analytic methods. In view of this, let us limit our
selves to considering functions of the form 

\.32) 

The transition probability of the system from the state ( s ..• I1qj .•• ) to all states ( kx, ky, kz ..• 
n(U ... ) should be averaged over all initial vibrational states of the lattice and summed over all final 
,states of the electron and the lattice. Utilizing the method of summing probabilities given by Lax, t4 

one can obtain the following expression for the transition probability: 

+co 
Wion= ; 2 ~~ ~ \(s\H"\k)J2 [(nq1+1)e1"'qf1 +nqie-i"'d]exp{ ~ (fSk--E.)t}dt. 

k q, I -oo 

Here Dqj is the average value of the quantum number: 

and <f) k is defined as 

<fik = 1i2k2/2tLr 

The matrix element that enters into Eq. (33) has the following form in cylindrical coordinates: 

27t 

~ exp {ip [(qx -kx) cos cp + (qy -ky) sin cp]} (pqxcos rp + pqysinq:> + "(3Zqz)dq:>, 
0 

(33) 

(34) 

(35) 

Let us change the summation over q in Eq. (33) to an integration in spherical coordinates, with the 
polar axis chosen to coincide with the original Z axis. To do this we must bear in mind that there are 
( L/211')3 dT q acoustic vibrations in an element of volume in q-space, associated with a given direction of 
polarization. Integration over the variable t yields a o-function, with which one can immediately calcu
late the integral over q: 

(36) 

In the above the dispersion law we used Wqj = WjqOj• where q0j is the wave number, determined from the 
conservation of energy: 

ttwiqoi = t.2k2/2tJ.1 + \ Es \. 

At low temperatures, the quantity q0j that enters into the matrix element of Eq. (36) can be written 

q0i=IE.jj1iwi' 

It is assumed that in crystals like Ge and Si the anisotropy does not alter the inequalities, which are 
valid at helium temperatures for isotropic crystals, 12 namely 

where eD is the Debye temperature. 

(37) 

(38) 

(39) 

The integrals in the matrix element of Eq. (35) can be evaluated by expanding the integrand in a series 
in terms of the small-valued parameter y ( 'Ybe = 0.059, cf. Ref. 1). Furthermore, in accordance with 
Eq. (39), the quantities kx• ky, and kz/y can be neglected compared with the wave vector of the lattice, 
q0j. Integration over ({) in Eq. (35) leads to Bessel functions, and subsequent integrations proceed in a 
straightforward way. Finally, we obtain 
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( 6 is the angle between the vector q and the z axis, and F (a, b, c) is the confluent hypergeometric 
function). Further, substituting Eq. (40) into Eq. (36), we replace summation over q by integration in 
spherical coordintes, with the polar axis chosen as before to coincide with the original z axis. The in
tegrand in the integral with respect to the variable cos () = x has a sharp maximum near the point xm = 
1 - y; the functions that change very little with increasing x can be taken outside the integral and re
placed by their values at x = Xm· Omitting the details of the calculation, we arrive at the result: 

. _ 16a•Gie•(J.;Iz (koT)'12exp {-1 E5 I I koT} 3 t7 (xm) [ y'q. ~. 
W ton- 3n~e•y•k• ] ~ 1- 23•1 (1- 12r2\IJ (r))J' 

j ~I I OJ , 

1 

\ (1-x•)a 1+3y•[11 2 2 ~4-y'IJ \ll(r)=~[1-(1-y•)x2J• dx=-4- 3(1 -1)+(2+r)ln ~ . 
0 

The hypergeometric functions are replaced by their asymptotic values. 15 

Summation over j in Eq. (41) yields, 

(41) 

(42) 

Wion = 16a•Giwfe•(l-?•(koT)'1•exp(-l E5 l/k0T) {(1 + 2G2)2 [1 - y2E~ (1 _ 12~2 \ll)J 18y2CLGi (~-)sl-1 - y2&.(1-12y2(lJ)]} 
3n~CLe2y•1i.6E~ G, 21i.2~2w' 1 + CrGi w1 21;.2~2w~ · 

Following Ref. 5, we use for the elastic constants CL and CT the arithmetic means of the elastic con
stants corresponding to the directions of propagation [110], [100] and [111] for longitudinal and transverse 
waves. Note that the expression that is subtracted from unity in the brackets of Eq. (41) is the second 
term in the expansion of the matrix element in terms of the small parameter ·i. For Ge it amounts to 
only several percent of the first term in the series. 

In a manner similar to that presented above one can calculate the probability for capture of a current 
carrier by the ground state of the impurity center. 

The corresponding calculation leads to: 

The same result is obtained directly by applying the principle of detailed balancing. 
One can evaluate a 2, {32, and E s in Eq. ( 44) with the help of the variational method, and obtain the 

following: 

Using the following values16 for the parameters of Ge: 

p = 5.4 g/cm3: J.Lt = 0.083 m; y = 0.059; € = 16; wR. = 5.16 x 105 em/sec; wt = 3.2 x 105 em/sec; 

CL = 14.2 x 1011 dynes/cm2; CT = 5.8 x 1011 dynes/cm2; G1 ~- G2; G2 = 5.84 ev. 

We obtain: 
a 2 = 2.62 x 1012 em - 2; f3 2 = 0.905 x 1012 em - 2; E = 0.0115 ev 

Equation (44) yields 

Replacement of the plane wave by the more accurate function, Eq. (31), should increase the calculated 
transition probability by one or two orders of magnitude. For low temperatures this, apparently, is a 
general result. 9• 12 

(44) 

(45) 

(46) 

Note, that the value of Wrec calculated by Sclar and Burstein,17 who used the equations of Gummel 
and Lax12 and took into account the Coulomb function for the electron in the continuous spectrum, is 
3.5 x 10-9 L -s sec-1• This is three orders of magnitude smaller than the value determined from d:ita17 
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on the photoconductivity of Ge and Si. It follows directly from Eq. (46) that, within the framework of the 
theory presented here, we have succeeded qualitatively in eliminating the above discrepancy with exper
iment. We have also indicated what must be done for an accurate quantitative calculation. The question 
of competing mechanisms of recombination18 will be investigated separately. 

In conclusion I wish to express my gratitude to Iu. E. Perlin, M. F. Deigen and V. A. Moskalenko for 
discussions of the results of this work. 
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The method of Ref. 1 is applied to the problem of the magnetic structure of the antiferro
magnetic crystals MnF2, CoF2, FeF2, and NiF2• It is shown that crystals with such sym
metry may possess a weak ferromagnetism. 

IN Ref. 1 the problem of the weak ferromagnetism of certain antiferromagnetic substances was treated 
on the basis of Landau's theory of phase transitions of the second kind. In the present work the same 
method is used to study the magnetic structure of MnF2, CoF2, FeF2, and NiF2• 




